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Photograph: Alessio Mamo/The Guardian In another cemetery, about 200 miles away in the territory of the Calabrian ’Ndrangheta ... the Casalesi clan of the Camorra mafia, which inspired the ...
‘No peace without justice’: families of Italy’s mafia victims wait for closure
Italy’s top anti-mafia prosecutor says the ... “Unlike Cosa Nostra and Camorra, which go abroad (just) to make quick money, ‘Ndrangheta does go there, yes, to make money, but also to exploit ...
Italian prosecutor: 'Ndrangheta is top crime group in West
Francesco Forgione, author of Exporting the Mafia: How the ‘Ndrangheta, Cosa Nostra and the Camorra colonised the World (2009) and former head of the Italian parliamentary anti-mafia commission ...
"Unify European law to combat mafia" says expert
Cali was killed in March 2019. Yamaguchi-gumi Yakuza clan The Mob Museum calls the Yakuza “Japan’s equivalent to the Sicilian Mafia.” The largest of the Yakuzaclans, the Yamaguchi-gumi ...
The most powerful crime families in history
129-157) Under the generic rubric “Italian mafia” are classed the four well-known underworld organizations that exist in Italy: Cosa Nostra in Sicily, ’Ndrangheta in Calabria, Camorra in Naples, and ...
The Grecanici of Southern Italy: Governance, Violence, and Minority Politics
Rome, March 21 - Italian police made 19 arrests in Rome Wednesday as they bust two mafia groups, one linked to the Naples Camorra and the other to the Calabrian 'Ndrangheta, operating in the ...
19 Camorra, 'Ndrangheta arrests in Rome (5)
The “he” is a she: Raffaella D'Alterio, who's been the boss of the notorious Camorra Pianese-D ... their sons for life in the 'Ndrangheta, as the Calabrian mafia is called.
The mammas of the Italian mob
And yet, I felt like I had won the lottery of life. Why? For the simple accident of fate that I was born into yin and yang: two wonderful, wildly contrasting, but entirely complementary cultures: ...
Euro 2020: Being Anglo-Italian means I have already won
In the Mezzogiorno the bureaucracy is maddening, the buildings are crumbling, and the state struggles to hold back the influence of organized crime — be it the Mafia in Sicily, the Camorra in the ...
Draghi Will Find Out If He Has What It Takes to Save Italy’s Poor South
Albany also assisted other divisions in the massive investigation of the Mafia’s infiltration of the International Brotherhood ... Sicilian Mafia, ‘Ndrangheta members, and Camorra members.
FBI Albany History
The Camorra is one of Italy's three main organised crime groups, along with Sicily's Cosa Nostra, commonly known as the mafia, and the 'Ndrangheta, centred in the Calabria region. In December ...
Italy, Austria smash mafia arms trafficking ring: officials
International anti-mafia stings may have increased in ... The three main groups - Cosa Nostra, the Neapolitan Camorra and the 'Ndrangheta - are "among the most threatening in Europe" because ...
Europe suffering from Italian mafia 'cancer', experts warn
Italy’s anti-Mafia investigators ... The DIA said the 'ndrangheta would likely seek to profit from the handling of hospital waste from COVID-19 cases. As for the Naples-based Camorra, that ...
Warning: Italy's Mafias eye EU's billions in recovery funds
Father Luigi Merola led a parish on the outskirts of Naples until the local mafia threatened his life ... trial against the organized crime group 'ndrangheta in Italy is Luigi Bonaventura ...
Fallen Idols: Naples, New Blood and the Mafia
The Puglia mafia, the Sacra Corona Unita (United Holy Crown), is Italy's fourth and smallest organised crime group after Cosa Nostra in Sicily, Calabria's 'Ndrangheta and the Camorra in Campania.
Mobsters arrested with bazooka in Bari (2)
Another of the limitations mentioned by Cotelle concerns the persecution of the Italian mafia. “We have met ... affiliated to the camorra. During an interrogation he got very angry and said ...
France, from French Connection to Narco-banditry. And the judge surrenders: "It’s like fighting windmills"
Several experts believe Switzerland is unprepared for the battle against the Italian mafia. “The biggest danger is posed by the ’Ndrangheta.” This was the view of the Swiss Strategy for ...
Authorities brace for fight against mafia
Many governments can't afford to offer the sort of economic stimulus we've seen in the west, and organised crime is only too happy to fill the gap.
Artículos sobre Mafia
According to the report “Mafia investments”, by the Transcrime research centre of Milan Catholic University for the Italian Ministry of Internal Affairs, the range of sectors in which the ...
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